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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Deliverable D.3.5.1 is part of activity 3.5 of SIMONA project “Stakeholder workshop at Upper Tisa”. 
This workshop was organized on the 10th of November in Upper Tisa Test Area, at Baia Mare, in 
Romania, after the “Scientific Conference” organized by WP2 Communication and the field trip 
demonstration with the JDS sedimentation box showed by the Romanian team of the Technical 
University Cluj Napoca from Romania, Baia Mare branch. 

Initially the workshop was planned as on-site event, the organizer being the Technical University 
Cluj Napoca, but finally it had to be done online, due to sanitary imposed conditions in Romania 
for that period. 

This report contains all the comments, discussions, questions and answers of the session that fol-
lowed the presentations of the three Case Studies of the Test Areas (Drava, Upper Tisa and South 
Danube) of SIMONA project and the Case Study of the Danube Region Basin (DRB) Baseline Net-
work (BN) of national stations for sediment monitoring in the DTP countries. 

Terminology, conditions for the sampling tools, depth of sampling, especially for floodplain sedi-
ments, the necessity of links between geochemistry scientists and soil scientists, monitoring time 
interval, best moment of sampling, the necessity to publish the results in scientific papers to pro-
mote the project and possible follow-up of the project have been discussed during the session of 
Q/A that followed the “Stakeholder Workskop”. 
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2. WORKSHOP AGENDA  
 

The agenda of the “Stakeholder Workshop” is shown in Table 2.1. After the four presentations of 
Case Studies, which combined the testing phase of SIMONA project at local scale (Test Areas of 
Drava, Upper Tisa and South Danube), with the verification at regional scale in the Case Study of 
the Danube Region Basin (DRB) baseline network of national stations for sediment monitoring in 
DTP countries, there was a session dedicated to discusions, questions and answers, moderated by 
the leader of the project (Meta Dobnikar – SI-GEOZS), scientific coordinator (Gyozo Jordan – HU-
MATE) andby  Daniel Năsui on behalf of the organizers (RO-TUCN). 

The presentations of the Case Studies are included in Output O.3.5 “40 experts trained at Stake-
holder Workshop”. The session of discussion was followed by the presentation of the SIMONA 
promotional film.  

The list of participants which took part in the event can be found at the end of this report. 

Table 2.1 Agenda of SIMONA Stakeholder Workshop on 10th November 2021 

10 NOVEMBER, Wednesday (EEST TIME ZONE) 

Scientific Conference and Stakeholder Workshop 

Conference title: Sediment Quality Monitoring – Sampling, Analysis, Evaluation:  
Methods and Applications 

SESSION 3: Stakeholder Workshop and Case Studies  

15:20 – 15:30 Case Study 1 (Drava) – Zsofia Kovacs 

15:30 – 15:40 Case Study 2 (Upper Tissa) – Daniel Nasui 

15:40 – 15:50 Case Study 3 (South Danube) – Irena Peytcheva 

15:50 – 16:00 Case Study 4 (DRB Baseline) – Anca Vijdea 

16:00 - 16:30 Discussion Q/A – moderators: Gyozo Jordan, Daniel Nasui and Meta Dobnikar 
  

16:30– 16:40 End of Conference: SIMONA Project VIDEO show 
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3. QUESTIONS, ANSWERS AND COMMENTS  
 

After the four case studies presentations listed in the agenda, the moderators started the session 
of questions, answers and comments, presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Inventions of speakers at the session Q/A, comments 

Speaker Intervention 
Chairman 
Gheorghe 

Damian 

We continue with the next points for today, questions and discussions, mod-
erators: Meta Dobnikar, Gyozo Jordan and Daniel Năsui.  
Mister Demetriades, please. 
 

Alecos  
Demetriades 

 

Just some comments. 
First of all about terminology. People have used pollutants, pollutions and 
some contaminations, contaminants etc. 
We have to be very careful: “pollutants” and “pollutions” must be used only 
when we have verified and have absolute evidence that there is harm to hu-
mans and the environment. Otherwise, we just use contaminants and contam-
ination.  
The other thing is that we no longer use the “heavy metals” term; we better 
use potential toxic elements. 
Also, I have noticed that there was some rust on some of the equipment that 
was used in the sampling. It is important that this rust must be removed by 
sand blasting before the equipment is used in the sampling campaigns. 
There is also the need when you have multinational projects to standardize 
your equipment as well.  
For example, I have seen color packets and containers being used for water 
sampling. All equipment must be white, white plastic should be used. Because 
with color equipment we don’t know what sort of color agents have been 
used. 
In the new manual that we are using, the floodplain sediments interval is 0 to 
20 cm. It is not much difference, but we are trying to link with the soil scien-
tists, who use as floodplain sediments the ”alluvial soil” and they use the in-
terval 0 to 20 cm for the top sample.  
That is, thank you very much. 
 

Moderator 
Gyozo Jordan 

 

Thank you, Alecos. 
Yes, all your comments are taken into consideration and will be included in 
the upgraded manual. We shall be privileged if you could give a final check 
and read the final document and, of course, you will be fully acknowledged in 
this document.  
The upper 5 cm came up as a compromise; I know that the FOREGS in the Blue 
Book recommended sampling at bigger depths. 
However, we want to keep the floodplain sediments harmonized with the bot-
tom sediments of 5 cm depth. This is not a geology knowledge-oriented ap-
proach, these are just numbers in order to reach harmonization among these 
countries and in the small places. 
There were a lot of debates about these issues, by the way. 
Remember, this is regular monitoring of the suspended sediments, because 
during the high floods there might be 1 cm depth of recent sediments that 
could be caught in some places. In other places there might be 20 cm of fresh 
deposits after a big flood of the Danube River. 
So, there are a lot of debates for this issue. But then trans-border harmoniza-
tion was prioritized, and that will also be in the coming years. So, after an 
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original experience is being developed, when we decided to speak about cen-
timeters because of the reproducibility of the sample collection at this stage 
of the work, this is more important. And we can compare. So that is the logic. 
But, of course, also the Protocols were written: “this is what you should col-
lect”.  
I mean for the monitoring, but it is always allowed to collect more samples, 
as it is also suggested in the Sampling Protocol. Ajka Sorsa who also was a 
contributor to our former join FOREGES and GEMAS project allowed in the 
Protocol to collect extra, additional samples as well.  
For FOREGS, the sampling depth is twenty- or twenty-five centimeters depth 
as well. So, we can always collect and we shall always encourage to collect 
deeper sediments, especially in the first 6 years and then the methods will be 
developed, the harmonization will be improved and then everybody in 
his/her country gets enough knowledge understanding what the sediment 
condition is in the site. 
So, this is what Ican call “make a compromise”: allow for optional, extra sam-
ple collection. 
 

Alecos  
Demetriades 

 

So, I agree with you; even a smaller sampling depth may be better. 
But it was one presentation that mentioned 0 to 25 centimeters, the FOREGS 
sampling. I am just saying that it is reduced now to 0 to 20 centimeters for the 
IUGS sampling standards just to be aligned with the soil scientists. 
 

Moderator 
Gyozo Jordan 

 

I see, you are talking about the global, new standard. 
 

Alecos  
Demetriades 

 

Yes! 
 

Moderator 
Gyozo Jordan 

 

I got it! We should consider this. 
 
Actually, we are also revising the Protocol based on your comments. 
 

Alecos  
Demetriades 

 

You see, we are revising that because the soil scientists are using floodplain 
sediments that they call “alluvial soil” and they use 0 to 20 cm. So, we got to 
apply it now. 
 

Ajka Šorša 
 
Thank you, Alecos for your valuable comments and Gyozo answered already, 
but actually about floodplain sediments we have had a lot of discussions. 
Actually, it is our recommendations for sampling like that. But we have been 
thinking about floodplain sediments, active floodplain sediments that are reg-
ularly flooded. 
We have the Drava River as a test area, it is a natural habitat and it is one nice 
example for large floodplains. 
The second thing, it was very hard to write such a protocol, because we have 
different types of rivers from Austria to Romania and so on. And it is a first 
and general document. 
We had to establish the protocol as a basis for testing and harmonization. 
However, we have to use sampling methods that fit the special conditions of 
the monitoring site. For every monitoring site some “added rules” according 
to the site-specific conditions. 
We have different situations and different sampling sites in the Danube Basin.  
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 Our young colleague Daniel gave a presentation about the Protocols yester-
day and I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to all the part-
ners for their contribution. 
We have debated the Protocols. I think, I received maybe 500 emails from 
partners on the Protocols during their development. We were very active in 
the summer of 2019 and it was really a pleasure. 
INTERREG projects are not scientific mostly, but we had really lots of discus-
sions about all segments of these Protocols. 
So, thank you very much. 
Thank you, Gyozo and thank you, Meta. 

Moderator 
Gyozo Jordan 

 

There is a highly relevant comment at this point, dear Alecos. 
As Ajka has pointed out, this is not a single geochemical survey, but we are 
carrying out regular monitoring. 
Thechallenge is to adopt our well-establish IUGS Blue Book and FOREGS 
Green Book geochemical survey methodologies to the Water Framework Di-
rective requirements regarding the sampling methods for regular monitor-
ing. 
As far as sampling depth is regarded, it is suggested in accordance with the 
legal requirements of the Directive, that you should make a deeper (e.g. 1-3m 
deep) drilling in the overbank (floodplain) area, for example, only once when 
you established the monitoring site, and repeat it every 10 years. Its objecive 
is to establish the past trend of contamination of the site and possible to cap-
ture the natural geochemical background 
For the spade system (standard soil sample collection method), you sample 
the upper 5 and the lower 40-50 centimeters. The upper 5 cm may represent 
the sediment of the recent flooding, so it should be sampled at least once a 
year or, preferably, after each flooding event.  Thev proposed tool for the reg-
ular samling of the overbank sediment is the ‘cake soil sampler’. Sampling the 
40-50cm depth which may capture the geochemical background uses the 
standard soil sample collection method of digging with the ‘spade system’ to 
this deeper horizon.  The sample collection of this depth should be done every 
six years.  
This is how you can consider the different tools used for the different time 
scales of monitoring. 
This is how we could adopt our FOREGS methodology to regular monitoring. 
It was a real challenge. 

Alecos  
Demetriades 

 

Gyozo, I definitely agree with you that it will be ideal. After every flood event 
really collect the uppermost 5 centimeters, even thinner ones, I would say. 
But 5 centimeters will be fine. 
 

Moderator 
Gyozo Jordan 

 

We have been arguing a lot about the ‘floodplain’ issue. What is floodplain 
sediment? Actually, the floodplain sediment is the suspended sediment de-
posited during high flood. 
 Ajka didn’t touch on all of these issues now and I do not want to ignite the 
fire again about the difference between ‘floodplain’ and ‘overbank’.  

Alecos  
Demetriades 

 

The only difference in the Blue Book is that they try to separate the small tar-
nish basin of the overbank sediments from the large plain overbank sedi-
ments. 
So, they differentiate like that: the second order stream is overbank and third 
or higher streams are floodplains. That’s the difference. 
Let’s say, the deposition is the same. 
You need a flood for the overbank sediments, the floodplain sediments. 
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Moderator 
Gyozo Jordan 

 

Exactly, Alecos. 
And this was the final result of our heavy debates, the very frequent discus-
sions in the project.  
Eventually it was agreed that we have to consider ‘floodplain sediment’ for 
sediment quality monitoring in the SIMONA project. 
Floodplain sediment is actually suspended sediment coming from the whole 
catchment after heavy rains. We have known for 50 years in the field of ap-
plied geochemistry that floodplain sediment better represents the whole up-
stream catchment area than bottom sediment.  
So basically, what you have to catch is the suspended sediment during the 
flooding. 
But during flooding it is very dangerous, or actually technically impossible to 
go there to the site and pickup the suspended sediment sample. 
For the Danube River, entering the stream during flooding is life dangerous 
actually. To pickup the actual sediments is important because then you can 
catch those sediments still in suspension over the floodplain area. 
If the suspended sediment is collected during the actual flood event then 
there is no question abouth the right sampling depth if it the uppermost 1 cm 
or 5 cm after the flood water has gone and the flood sediment has been de-
posited on the floodplain.  
And that’s why we suggested to put a passive sediment trap box on the flood-
plain for catching the actual floodplain sediment while it is still suspended 
before deposition. Because the sediment box would catch only the sediment 
that was carried by the actual flood water. On the other hand, if the ‘flood-
plain’ flood-event suspended sediment is collected with the sediment box, 
you don’t have to be there during flooding because the box is there. So the 
flood goes away, you just go there and take the sample from the sediment 
captured by the boThe flood plain sediment is actually a high flow suspended 
sediment. 
But this took two years for us to develop this concept and the proper sampling 
methods. But this is real wonderful in a project like this. 
 

Moderator   
Meta Dobnikar 

 

Irina, please go on. 
 

Irena  
Peycheva 

 

Thank you for this discussion. 
Maybe I have to explain that even though we presented now the SIMONA Test 
Area results, they were sampled in the beginning of the project. So, we tested 
the Protocol in the Test Areas firstly and this is why we followed strictly 
sometimes the Protocol.  
Just to see the positive and negative aspects. And so, it is fine to hear that it is 
better to reduce the recommended depth of sampling of the floodplain sedi-
ments. 
And I guess that with our scientific coordinator and maybe with Ajka we have 
to discuss and really leave in the final version of the Protocol less sampling 
depth for floodplain sediment sampling. 
 

Moderator 
Meta Dobnikar 

 

Thank you, Irena. 
Are there any other questions, or remarks or comments? 
We have really approached the end of the stakeholders meeting. Ajka? 
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Ajka  
Šorša  

Actually, it is very interesting that we finish our project with the discussion 
about floodplain.  
 

Moderator 
Meta Dobnikar 

 

So Gyozo, will you like to give us some final remarks? Then we will say good 
bye, but I will invite you to stay to see the SIMONA promotional video at the 
end this session. 
 

Moderator 
Gyozo Jordan 

 

Yes, a few words only. 
Thank you, Meta. 
This is an open conference, I understand, but my message focuses towards 
the project, just a few technicalities. We have the final conference now but we 
still have quite some job to do.  
We will have plenty of materials in the SIMONA project,  
so, dear all colleagues, you will receive a lot of materials in the close future 
and please read and check them and feed back in order to make sure that the 
reader of the final reports receive high quality ones. 
Also for the publication, we had good  publication strategy in the GEMAS pro-
ject which was quite successful (Alecos can confirm), and we can do the same 
in the SIMONA project. 
So, not in November or December, but in January and February I will initiate 
a list of potential scientific publications with our data and then anybody can 
sign up for developing specific papers and, of course, the whole SIMONA 
Team will be co-author. We should publish our good results in scientific pa-
pers. That’s my second note. 
The third topic is what Prvoslav mentioned during the project meeting: the 
issue of possible follow-up project on sediment quality such as a ‘SIMONA-2’ 
project. We still have a lot of important and promising topics that we could 
not sqeeze into the project such as sediment sampling from boat. We had a 
good experience in Serbia, Romania, also in Barcs in Hungary. We had good 
examples and very good case studies, as Anca had shown and also Prvoslav, 
and it is something that we could still elaborate. Another important topic is 
using remote sensing and GIS tecniques for monitoring the monitoring sites 
which is Anca’s, our Romanian colleague’s, speciality, for example. There is 
room to improve and to further promote our project. It is our intention to 
have a follow up project proposal in further application calls. You will be in-
formed about it. 
And now, allow me a private, personal comment. I was honoured and privi-
leged to work with such outstanding people, both as scientist and humans 
throughout this project. And I would like to say thank you to all of you.  
Thank you very much. 

Moderator 
Meta Dobnikar 

 

Thank you very much, Gyozo, for these final concluding remarks. The tech-
nical aspects, I strongly agree with, I also agree with the others’ opinions and 
thank you for an insight into our possible future. At this point, I would like to 
thank again to the organizers of these two days events and, of course, to the 
whole SIMONA Team. Thank you for very good cooperation and excellent 
work and, of course, to the speakers at the events and also to our guests that 
I see here with us in quite a numerous number.  
I’m really sorry that we could not meet in Baia Mare in person, so thank you 
to the organizers who gave us a bit of the field work through the online video 
broadcast that was really excelent. I would like to thank to all of you, say 
“good bye”, and I hope to see you in the future. Now I invite you to enjoy the 
SIMONA promotional video. 
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